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Fracture
Fact: For
many,
gardening is a
more rewarding
activity than
other forms of
exercise.

Now that spring is officially here, many of us are longing to get out into the garden.
Love of gardening and the pleasures of poring over garden books and seed
catalogues have sustained many of us during a particularly long, cold Canadian
winter. However, those of us with osteoporosis may worry that pain and fractures,
or the fear of pain and fractures, will mean giving up our gardens.
Gardening is an excellent physical activity that can be enjoyed by people with
osteoporosis if they follow some safety considerations. As with any new form of
exercise, if gardening is a new activity, or if you have been newly diagnosed with
osteoporosis, it is a good idea to discuss this with your healthcare provider. If you
feel any new pain while gardening, stop immediately and consult with your doctor.
For the most part, however, osteoporosis should not prevent you from enjoying
some form of gardening.
A major benefit of gardening is a healthy total body workout that includes weightbearing and resistance activities. Gardening usually involves walking, squatting,
kneeling, digging, pulling and lifting, and all done out in the fresh air. As you hoe,
plant, water, weed and harvest, your body engages in effective weight-bearing
and resistance activities that contribute to good bone health – as long as you start
slowly and move safely.
If you have a spine fracture or are at risk of developing a spine fracture, you need
to consult with your healthcare provider about how much you should reach, bend
or lift. Generally speaking, individuals with spine fractures need to avoid heavy
lifting, and those who are at high risk of fracture need to approach gardening with
the same precautions as those needed to carry out their indoor activities safely.
If you can't do as much for your garden this year as you could last year, don’t give
up. Stay positive and take control. You may need to rethink your garden. See this
as an opportunity for creativity, new ideas and a different approach to gardening.
When planning changes to your garden, decide which tasks are difficult or painful.
No single garden plan or way of gardening is right for everyone. You may decide
to remove or change aspects of your garden to make it safer and easier to
maintain.
The following are some helpful hints that originated from the UK’s National
Osteoporosis Society newsletter and the Manitoba Chapter’s The Spinal Column.
We hope that they will add safety and enjoyment to your gardening this spring and
for many more springs to come.
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Planning and Preparing:
 Create narrow borders or beds that can be reached easily without back strain, or consider container
gardening near your house. You can do this for flowers, vegetables, small trees and shrubs.


Raise beds so that bending forward is unnecessary. You may need to hire someone to do this for
you, but it will only need to be done once. Using retractable hanging baskets is another option.



Replace areas of lawn with paving stones, longer meadow grasses or ground covers that spread.
This creates fewer weeds and requires less mowing.



Ask for help with the bigger jobs like structural changes to your garden. This might seem expensive or
daunting at first but it will be worth it in the long term. Get several quotes and ask around. You can
rent gardening equipment to do it yourself, but it may be safer, easier, and more enjoyable to do the
planning yourself, and pay someone else to do the heavy work.



Choose low maintenance herbaceous borders and plants that do not need staking or pruning.



Avoid fast growing hedges that will need constant pruning. Choose slower growing, more compact
shrubs.



Take care when moving containers as they may be heavy even when empty. Consider containers on
casters or on low trolleys that can be easily pushed around.



Some tools have long handles with interchangeable ends. This will reduce both the bending and the
number of tools that need to be carried around the garden. Check the tools available in your local
garden centre, nursery, specialty suppliers or on the Internet.



Electric lawn mowers, which can be turned on by pushing a button, are preferable to gas lawn
mowers, which are turned on by pulling hard on a cord. If you have osteoporosis, this pulling action
may increase the risk of spine fractures.



Plan a seating area somewhere in the garden to rest and enjoy your efforts, preferably near scented
flowers or under your favourite shade tree.



Try not to create an obstacle course. Make sure there is clear access to all parts of the garden.



Make sure paths are wide enough, especially if you use a walking aid.



Wooden rails can help if levels change in the garden. Gradual slopes or ramps may be better than
uneven steps.

Getting Dirty:


Do warm-up exercises before you start, and continue with appropriate exercises to improve fitness
and lessen pain. Regular exercise is the key to maintaining strength, balance and co-ordination and
to reducing the risk of injury.



Wear proper footwear. Shoes should have a rubber sole and should not slip off your feet. Strong toecapped shoes may prevent injury if you drop something.



Don't wear your reading glasses while gardening, but do wear a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.



Avoid gardening in the middle of the day if it's hot. Go out early in the morning or in the later afternoon
and evening.
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Take frequent hydration and shade breaks.



Take care with your posture. Try to keep your back straight at all times.



If you use a walker, attaching a basket will leave your hands free.



A low padded kneeling stool, especially with side handles to help you push up, may be useful and
can also serve as seating if you get tired.



When using a shovel, rake or hoe, try to stand straight with feet apart, one slightly ahead of the other
so that your body weight shifts from one foot to the other in a rocking motion. Avoid twisting the
spine.



Lay out all tools where they will not be a tripping hazard, yet will be readily accessible without
excessive reaching.



Use a child’s wagon or trolley to transport rocks, plants, tools, bags of soil, buckets of water etc.
around your garden.



Use a knee pad if working on hands and knees.



Lift safely by planning your lift. Lift objects from a squat position, push up with the leg muscles, and
carry objects close to the body, keeping your back straight. Use the correct equipment, e.g.,
wheelbarrows or dollies.



Avoid pulling or lifting heavy items such as bags of soil or compost out of the car. Get someone to do
this for you or have it delivered to the spot where you need it.



Reduce unnecessary lifting. For example, instead of carrying water, use a hose with an appropriate
nozzle to direct water without bending.



If you must transport water, put a bucket into a child’s wagon, pull it over to the tap to fill and then
pull it to the spot in the garden where you want it. You may also use a long-handled, lightweight
watering can that will not become too heavy when full.



If you can afford it, invest in an irrigation system. Alternatively, you can place watering hoses inside
your beds. These are hoses with holes in them that automatically water your garden when you
connect them to your main hose.



Reduce unnecessary tasks. Leave light leaf litter or lawn clippings on the garden. Use grass
clippings or bark as mulch to cut back on weeding. Read up on deep bed/no dig methods for growing
vegetables.



Apart from being an enjoyable activity, gardening has many benefits. If done safely, it is a good form
of exercise that helps to not only build stronger bones and muscles, but also confidence, which is
especially important after a diagnosis of osteoporosis, a fall or a fracture. Gardening can also be an
incentive to increase mobility. It can provide a distraction as part of pain management, or, more
generally, can help create a sense of well-being and optimism for the future. Gardening can also
provide some wonderful socializing opportunities when the neighbours stop and chat. This year,
spring into gardening safely and remember that summer is just around the corner. Green shoots will
soon be poking their way through the earth. Above all, take time to smell the flowers and enjoy your
garden!
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Thank You COPN Volunteers!
When I learned that National Volunteer Week was to be April 6 to 12 this year I immediately thought of four
individuals who especially deserve to be recognized and thanked for their contributions – Gail Lemieux,
Priscilla Cole, Sheila Brien and Ina Ilse. Ten years ago these exceptional volunteers founded the Canadian
Osteoporosis Patient Network, setting in motion a network that has motivated thousands upon thousands of
Canadians to live well with osteoporosis. Equally impressive is the fact that they have inspired so many
others to step forward to volunteer their expertise and countless hours of their time to COPN. From the biweekly newsletters, to the virtual education forums and our landmark Patient Bill of Rights – all of it has been
made possible by the generous contributions of the team of volunteers who are following the lead of our four
founders. On behalf of all who have been touched by your vision and your inspiration, and from the bottom of
our hearts, thank you Gail, Priscilla, Sheila and Ina!
Larry Funnell
Chair, Canadian Osteoporosis Patient Network
Thank A Volunteer!
Saying Thanks to an Osteoporosis Canada volunteer for their contributions to the organization is this easy:
o Anyone can fill out a simple form to commend a volunteer for their outstanding act or service to the
organization.
o Volunteers will receive a certificate every time they are commended.
Would you like to thank a volunteer for helping you, your family or your community? Just click the link … it’s
that easy! http://www.osteoporosis.ca/thank-a-volunteer/

Your mind is a garden.
Your thoughts are the seeds.
The harvest can be
Either flowers or weeds.

A Recipe from our Sponsor
Asian-style cabbage with Brick cheese

Course: Main Dishes
Preparation Time: 20 mins
Cooking Time: 1 hr 15 mins
Yields: 4 to 6 servings
1/2 milk product serving(s) per person
Ingredients
1 green cabbage
2 1/2 cups (625 mL) low-sodium chicken broth
1 lb (450 g) lean ground veal
3 cloves garlic, chopped
1 tbsp (15 mL) fresh ginger, chopped
8 oz (225 g) portobello mushrooms, thinly sliced
2 tbsp (30 mL) light soy sauce
1/2 cup (125 mL) jasmine rice
1 cup (250 mL) green peas
5 oz (150 g) Canadian Brick cheese, grated
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Preparation
Preheat oven to 375°F (190°C).
Cut cabbage in two and hollow out the insides to create bowls about 1˝ (2.5 cm) thick. Chop up 4 cups (1
L) of cabbage and reserve the rest for another use. Place half-cabbages in an oven-safe dish. Add 1½
cups (375 ml) broth, cover with aluminum foil and cook in the oven for 15 minutes.
In a non-stick skillet over high heat, cook ground veal along with garlic and ginger until thoroughly
cooked. Add chopped cabbage and mushrooms and cook for 3–4 minutes. Add soy sauce, rice, peas
and remaining broth. Cook for 5 minutes.
Remove half-cabbages from the oven and stuff with mixture. Continue cooking in the oven, covered, for
45 minutes. Add more broth or water to the baking dish if necessary.
Remove from the oven, top with cheese and cook uncovered for another 15 minutes. Once browned, cut
into wedges and serve with the broth.

For more information about this recipe:
http://www.dairygoodness.ca/getenough/recipes/asian-style-cabbage-with-brick-cheese

This issue of COPING is sponsored by Dairy Farmers of Canada
NOTICE: Every issue of COPING is vetted by members of Osteoporosis Canada’s Scientific Advisory
Council to ensure accuracy and timeliness of content. These newsletters are not intended to promote or
endorse any particular product. Product references, if they appear, are for illustration only.
These newsletters are not intended to replace individualized medical advice. Readers are advised to discuss
their specific circumstances with their healthcare provider.
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